While in the early planning stages of our Summer 2017 wedding we stumbled upon Burtown
House & Gardens online & we were intrigued. The wonderful gardens, stylish interiors & country
charm had us excited to see more. Burtown House was our first and only venue visit, we were
completely captivated by each amazing space & knew that the exquisite Green Barn was
exactly what we had dreamed of. Planning our wedding with James & Joanna was really
enjoyable, they completely understood our vision for a relaxed outdoor garden party theme &
executed it to perfection. All of our visits during the planning stages were a joy! We particularly
loved having the freedom to create our very own bespoke day; starting with our ceremony in the
courtyard, reception in the sundial gardens and dinner & dancing in the Green Barn. A highlight
for our guests was meandering from the reception to the green barn through the organic kitchen
gardens, this definitely whet the appetites of our guests. Being total foodies & fans of local,
seasonal food Burtown hit all the right notes for us. Our canapes and wedding banquet
ingredients were grown in the gardens only a few meters from our celebration & the food was
unforgettable. We received so many compliments about the food, our guests were blown away.
The team at Burtown were so generous and attentive to our guests requests & needs. Our
photographs from around the gardens are truly stunning, our favourites change constantly as
each has such beautiful surroundings & backdrops. We were thrilled to have Lesley Fennell
creating the bouquets & felt so lucky to have the fresh flowers from the gardens incorporated in
our day & oh my goodness, the aroma was divine! Another highlight was our first dance outside
on the terrace with our guests surrounding us & our band playing acoustically, it makes us
remember just how unique & special our day was. We stayed in the Stable Yard lodge & it was
our perfect little hideaway, having breakfast the next morning out in the gardens we felt so lucky
to be tucked away in our very own little oasis. It was genuinely the best weekend of our lives.
We would highly recommend working with James, Joanna and the team at Burtown House for
your wedding, it truly will be the most incredible, memorable event & a totally enjoyable
experience.
Cliona & Mehmet Cicek
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